
 
ABACUS, VEDIC MATHS, 

Aristo Phonics, Smart Write,

Magic Tables, CUBES

TO CONTACT

(91) 93903 53148

aristokids4u@gmail.com

www.aristokids.in

At Aristo Kids, we
prepare children for
overall development.
 
We believe in giving
every child equal
opportunity to succeed.



ABOUT US
We have a network of our Distributors

and Franchises through which we run

training courses on ABACUS, Vedic

Maths, Aristo Phonics, Smart Write &

Magic Tables. 

Company provides training, course

material, online test, certificate,

marketing and other support to the

Franchises so that they can focus on

running their classes and provide quality

training to the students.

No royalty
Low investment
Low operating expenses
In person training
End to end support
Child friendly books
Digital marketing support
Online portal for teching assistance
Championship events

OUR COURSES

It is used for fast and accurate calculations,

helps develop right brain and overall

intelligence. It has 10 levels, each level 3 months,

2 hrs a week. Suitable for 4-14 years old.

ABACUS

It is technique to solve mathematical arithmetic

in easy and faster way. It enriches techniques of

maths. It has 4 levels, 2 months each level, just 2

hrs a week. Suitable for 10-18 years old.

VEDIC MATHS

This course instills reading habit in the children.

A method of teaching to read by linking sounds.

It has 2 levels, 10 months each level, just 2 hrs a

week. Suitable for 4-12 years old.

ARISTO PHONICS

This course improves legibility and aesthetics of

handwriting in an easy and fun way. It has 1

level, 9 months course, just 2 hrs a week.

Suitable for 4-14 years old. 

SMART WRITE

A very special course to teach kids tables up to

999 without doing any multiplication. It has 1

level, 7 weeks course, just 1 hour a week.

Suitable for 8-12 years old.

MAGIC TABLES

WHY US

Learn 4 types of cubes 2x2, rubik's, pyraminx,

and mirror. It helps kids develop their visual

insight and fine motor skills.

CUBES


